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High-performance all-optical switching based on nonlinear response in
semiconductor Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films
M.Y. Shubar, H.L. Saadon and Saeed J. Abbas

Laser Applications Research Group (LARG), Department of Physics, College of Science, University of Basrah, Basrah, Iraq

ABSTRACT
We present an optical pump-probe technique to optimise the all-optical photonic switching
based on Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films. Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films were
prepared using a microwave-assisted synthesis with different compositions of x. Crystal struc-
ture, surface morphology, and optical properties were performed to characterise the prepared
nanocomposite films. The crystallinity and optical band gap of the prepared Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA
were affected by x. The prepared samples showed a blue shift in the absorption edge. The
optical nonlinearity of the films exhibited switchover from self-defocusing to focusing effect,
and saturable absorption to reverse saturable absorption, investigated using the Z-scan
technique. The all-optical switching performance of the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite
films under different compositions x was investigated. The results showed that the Bi2S3-xSex
/PMMA at x = 0.4 and 1.0 can demonstrate an all-optical switching at threshold pump power of
13 mW and lead to the realisation with maximum modulation depth of 76% and 80% with
minimum switching contrast of 6.2 dB and 7 dB at switching time of 14 ms and 13 ms,
respectively.
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Introduction

All-optical switching is essential optical components of
photonic networks and can control of incident light by
using nonlinear optical (NLO) material and not by an
electrical or a mechanical control which are highly
desirable and interest for the time being. Therefore, all-
optical switching can perform the function of control
light-induced cutting-off of the signal light, i.e. it pos-
sesses the ON/OFF conversion function. Hence, all-
optical switching can be regarded as a core element,
playing a crucial and essential role in constructing on-
chip all-optical switch networks [1,2]. The ability of light
to control the reflection, refraction, or transmission of
the beam of light itself or other beams in a material
depends on the nonlinear optical responses of the mate-
rial and their type of nonlinearity. Materials with good
optical nonlinearities need to be developed in order to
realise the full potential of such optical devices. As
digital information continues to develop quickly, the
light dependent-based technologies were seemed
increasing attention from researchers in recent years
[3–5]. After the coming of laser, photonic crystals have
made a significant role in information technology [6,7]
over 30 years ago. The continuous integration of the
light into all-optical information or devices and emer-
ging optical technologies appeals the ability to control
light by design. Alternatively, control and manipulation
of light in all-optical switching could be achieved by

directly using the optical nonlinearity of materials
[8,9]. In this regard, all-optical switches are devices
used in all-optical communication and computer net-
work that can establish the connection of optical signals
[10], which that abruptly turns zero transmission above
a certain threshold intensity. The all-optical switching
property is closely related to the material of the device.

Until now, many materials for optical switching
devices have been reported, including inorganic, semi-
conductor materials, organic, and hybrid materials
between organic-inorganic compounds [11,12] and
so on. In addition to, low dimensional materials
(such as 0D, 1D and 2D) included into these materials
also, because their properties can be tuned by chan-
ging their shapes and sizes. Many authors have been
investigated nonlinear optical effects in such materials,
for example, refs [12–14]. They used few layers of
antimonene-based, bismuthine-coated microfiber
and phosphorene-decorated microfiber as all-optical
processing and other applications. However, optical
devices based on nanocomposite materials containing
semiconductors in a polymer matrix have been little
reported. Recently, we have reported the all-optical
switching of metal-doped PbS/PVA freestanding
nanocomposite films [8]. The composed semiconduc-
tors with polymers added many benefits to resulting
materials, since the new material will inherit the prop-
erties of the parent material and give researchers abil-
ities to tuning their properties as they wanted.
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There are many technologies can be used in light
controlling with light, one of them by using nonlinear
optical materials. The basic principle of this device may
be depended on the variation of nonlinear refractive
index, single-photon absorption, two-photon absorption
or multiphoton absorption. Another approach is by the
use of the nanoscale optical waveguide and nanomaterial
(photonic crystal and surface plasmon polariton). By
using various nano-structures and new physical mechan-
isms compress the device space dimension and the pulse
width of driving laser and in the same time to enhance the
nonlinearity, response time and transparency of material

In this paper, the all-optical switching has been inves-
tigated of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films in dif-
ferent compositions of x and determined their nonlinear
optical responses by a modified z-scan technique under
a green pump laser beam at a wavelength of 532 nm. The
obtained results have led to the building up of an all-
optical switching device with enhanced parameters
(modulation depth MD, switching contrast SC, and
switching time ST) related to the composition x in the
Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films.

Materials and preparation samples

Materials

Bismuth Chloride (Reagent grade, 98%), Thiourea
(Alfa, 99%), Ethylene Glycol (Riedel-de Haen, 99%),
Telluride (Fluka, 99%), Chloroform (Scharlau, synth-
esis grade stabilised with ethanol), Sodium selenite
(CDH Analytical Reagent, 99%) and Poly (methyl
methacrylate) powder (Reagent grade, 97%) were
used. All chemicals were used as received without
any further treatments.

Preparation of the bismuth chalcogenides

Bismuth chalcogenides (S, Se) are prepared by the
microwave-assisted synthesis. The representative

scheme of the method is illustrated in Figure 1. First,
the source of bismuth (BiCl3 = 0.4 M) is dissolved
carefully in 12.5 ml of EG with helping of the magnetic
stirring. Secondly, the source of chalcogen anion (S or
Se to S ratio) is added to the solution of the bismuth
with conduction of continuous stirring. Here, we have
studied the effect of change of the mole fraction of Se
with respect to S on the properties of the ternary
compound (Bi2S3-xSex, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0).
Finally, the mixed solution is exposed to microwave
radiation. To avoid the excess pressure generating by
heat, we used an open reactor with on/off time of the
microwave power equal to 10 s/20 s for 2 min. The
microwave power is provided from a commercial
microwave oven with a radiated power 720 W. the
black precipitate is filtered by a filter paper and wash-
ing for several times by the distilled water and ethanol
to remove any unreacted materials. Then, the filtrate is
left in a petri dish at 60ºC for 2 h to dry.

Preparation of Bi2S3-xSex/pmma nanocomposite
films

The lack of the bismuth semiconductor compounds to
solution processing was to make it as a thin film for the
practical application. We composed it with polymer
PMMA, which has good optical and mechanical prop-
erties, as well as it is has a good solubility in the many
popular solvents.

To prepare a nanocomposite film of Bi2S3-xSex/
PMMA, where x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, we wanted to point
out that thorough all this article, here x refers to themolar
ratio between sodium selenite to the Thiourea in the
solution, which means the ratio of Se to S). We are
thoroughly mixing of the same amount of the semicon-
ductor and the PMMApolymer (0.02 g of each) in 5ml of
the chloroform under vigorous magnetic stirring for 1 h.
The films are deposited on glass substrates and left to dry
naturally at the room temperature. The obtaining films

+ EG3BiCl + Tu3)3(SeO2Na

Mixing by 
stirrer

PMMA+ 
chloroform

microwave

Filmcasting 

Drying 

Filtering and 
wishing

Dissolve 
the 

powder

Figure 1. Schematic steps of the sample preparation process.
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have uniform surface and their thickness approximately
with the range (105 ± 10) μm.

Characterisation techniques

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern is investigated by
using PANalytical X’PertPRO with CuKα (wavelength
of λ = 1.5406 Å) from Philips company. The morphol-
ogy is observed by Scanning electron microscope
(SEM, NOVA NAAOSEM 450) with energy dispersive
X-ray (EDX) unit attached with it for inspection of the
elemental composition. Optical absorption is mea-
sured by using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer type
(UV-1800 SHIMADZU) in the wavelength range
from 300 to 900 nm.

Experimental technique and its principle

In principle, all-optical switching can modulate the
probe (or signal) light propagation through a control
(or pump) light, realised using various optical nonlinear
effects. In practical, all-optical switching devices can be
constructed using photonic micro/nano-structures as
a matrix, containing nonlinear optical materials. All-
optical switching is based on all-optical mechanisms
and depends on NLO materials that exhibit one or
more of the nonlinear optical mechanisms: nonlinear
refraction and nonlinear absorption [15–18]. After exci-
tation by a pump laser beam, the material exhibits
changes in the atomic or molecular structure through

the change in the nonlinear optical properties (non-
linear absorption or nonlinear refraction).

In this context, the optical pump-probe technique
was presented for characterisation of the all-optical
switching effect. This technique is based on a single-
input pump polarisation state to pump the NLOmate-
rial simultaneously and is illustrated in Figure 2. The
diode-pumped solid-state laser with transistor–tran-
sistor logic operating at 532 nm in the TEM00 mode
was used as the pump beam modulated at different
frequencies. A He-Ne CW laser at 632.8 nm was used
as the probe beam. The sample was placed between
two crossed polarisers P1 and P2. A linear polariser
was added to the pumping beam. The angle between
the polarisation directions of the polariser P3 was fixed
at an angle of 45° with respect to the polarised direc-
tion of P1. The optical change in the sample was
induced by the pump beam and monitored by the
detection of the transmitted intensity through the
polariser P3. The transmitted intensity was automati-
cally recorded by a computer with a digital
oscilloscope.

Results and discussion

Crystalline structure

The XRD patterns of the Bi2S3-xSex at different com-
positions, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0 are shown in Figure
3. All the diffraction peaks are labelled and can be
indexed to an orthorhombic structure. All patterns

NDF

532 mW

Digital oscilloscope

Probe laser

PC Computer

Modulation Circuit

Translation Stage

Pump laser

P2

P1
L1

NDF

L2

D1

D2

Sample

M

632.8 nm

P3

Figure 2. Optical pump-probe technique for investigating of all-optical switching in Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA films. P1, P2, and P3 are
polarisers; NDF: Neutral density filter; F: Optical filter; D1 and D2 are detectors; L1 and L2 convex lens; and M is mirror.
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(i.e. for all Se to S ratio) exhibit the same crystal
structure as the binary Bi2S3 (i.e. x = 0.0). The lattice
constants are a = 11.22 Å, b = 10.9 Å, and c = 4.03 Å;
these values are at well agreement with standard
reported (JCPDS No. 170,320) [19]. All main peaks
are the same in each pattern, but there is a small shift
due to the difference of the atomic radius of Se and
S atoms [20], and replacing the S with Se makes no
change in crystal structures. Here, a systematic shift of
the most intense XRD peaks for the (122) plane was
observed [20], as well as high crystallisation peaks for
the (122) plane and low crystallisation in (131) and
(130) planes. The XRD peak intensity increased when
the Se:S ratio reaches to 0.4 M, indicating the
enhanced crystallinity of prepared nanocomposites.
At Se:S = 1.0 M, there was a decrease in the crystal-
linity as shown in Figure 3(b); similar result has been
reported of other nanocomposite materials [8,21].

SEM and EDX studies

The surface morphology (SEM images) of the Bi2S3-x
Sex is shown in Figure 4 at different compositions of
x. The SEM images appeared, there are two kinds of
nanostructures. One is a nanowire and the other is
nanosheets. It can be revealed that the prepared sam-
ples have good surface morphology and quality. As
shown in the figure, the Bi2S3 nanowires have an
average length of 1640 nm and a width of 47.3 nm.
The ternary Bi2S3-xSex sample has an average length

equal to 241.4 nm with a width of 56.72 nm. The
formation of nanowires at x = 0.0 and 0.4, which
have a more directional growth in a certain axis is
confirmed with the XRD results, and that ratio has
the higher crystallinity as shown in Figure 3.

The EDX spectra (Figure 5) confirmed the semi-
conductor formation. All the elements that formed the
Bi2S3-xSex are present in the EDX spectra. In addition
to the constitute elements, there is a peak to carbon
which is attributed to the grid that used in measure-
ment and a peak of the Oxygen comes out from aqu-
eous solution during the preparation or processing.

Optical properties

Figure 6 shows the optical absorption spectra of Bi2
S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films at different com-
positions x. All samples have a broad absorption char-
acter over the entire visible region; this property is
required in many applications, including light absorb
dependent. According to the Tauc’s law [22], the opti-
cal band gap can be determined by the equation:

α hνð Þ ¼ A hν� Eg
� �n

(1)

where α(hυ) is the absorption coefficient, Eg is the
optical band gap, A is a constant, and n is
a parameter that depends on the type of electronic
transition which is responsible for the absorption
(n = 1/2 for direct transition). The inset in Figure 6
shows that plot of [α(hυ)]2 versus photon energy (hυ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films at different compositions, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0.
(b) The peak intensity as a function of x composition.
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Figure 5. EDX spectrum of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films for composition (a) x = 0.0 and (b) x = 0.4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. SEM images of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films at different four compositions, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0.
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The values of the energy gap of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA
nanocomposite films are 2.07, 2.17 and 2.35 eV for
x = 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. The optical band gap
of bulk Bi2S3 is 1.3 eV (absorption edge of 946.15 nm)
[23]. We observed that the prepared nanocomposite
films exhibited a blue shift in the absorption edge for
these ratios compared to the absorption edge of bulk
Bi2S3. When the Se:S ratio is equal to 1.0, the optical
band gap decreases to the value of 1.88 eV. This low-
ering in the optical band gap can be attributed to that
of the Bi2S3-xSex which became richer with selenium
than sulphur. And because of this, the optical band
gap of bismuth selenide is less than from the Bi2Se3,
which leads to this lowering. This case is similar to
other materials [24].

Nonlinear optical response

The nonlinear optical response of the prepared samples
was investigated using a modified Z-scan technique as
reported in our previous work [25]. Figure 7 shows the
nonlinear optical response of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nano-
composite films with different compositions x = 0.0, 0.2,
0.4, and 1.0. The normalised transmission of nanocom-
posite samples was measured as a function of sample
position (Z) for Z-scan results at varying input powers.
The Z-scan data give us information about the non-
linear optical refractive index n2 and nonlinear absorp-
tion β parameters. It can be observed that the variation
of these parameters with increasing of composition
x leading to the change of the sign of nonlinear refrac-
tive index from negative to positive (Figure 7 (I)) and
nonlinear absorption from saturable absorption (SA) to
reverse absorption (RA), and then to SA with change in
Se concentration (Figure 7 (II)).

It is interesting to have in Figure 7 that the beha-
viours of the nonlinear refraction and nonlinear absorp-
tion change in the prepared Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA
nanocomposite films at different sample compositions
from 0.0 up to 1. In the nonlinear refractive regime, the
nanocomposite films with compositions of 0.0 and 0.4
exhibit negative refractive index, while the nanocompo-
site films at 0.2 and 1 composition display positive
refractive index. Indeed, the results show that the nano-
composite films changeover in the behaviours related to
the response of the input laser beam. That means the
NNLR is changed to PNLR and vice versa with n2
increases with the increase of composition as shown
in Table 1. The change in the sign of the nonlinear
refractive index behaviour can be interpreted to the
fact that as the Se concentration ratio of the excited
electrons increases which increases the nonlinear
refraction effect in self-focusing, similarly to the case
of the other materials [26–28].

In the nonlinear absorption regime, the nanocom-
posite films correspond to the compositions of 0.0 and
1.0, and the SA gets gradually reinforced. Also, the
nanocomposite films prepared with compositions of
0.2 and 0.4, the films were found to be switched to
RSA. That means the SA is turned to RSA with β
increases with the increase of composition. Then, by
increasing the composition x up to 1.0, the film was
also switched to SA again with β decreases as shown in
Table 1. The change in the nonlinear absorption beha-
viours can be related to the film absorbing the laser
beam and could probably generate enough number of
carriers to fill band states up to and including those of
the optical transition. Then, the interplay of absorp-
tion band leads to bleach. This phenomenon is similar
to the case of other materials [26–28].

Figure 6. Optical absorption spectra of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films with different compositions x of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and
1.0. The inset is the plot of (αhυ)2 as a function of hυ.
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From the above results in Figure 7, it can be seen
that the nonlinear refraction and absorption response
show changeover in the sign of the optical nonlinear-
ity. This can also be attributed generally to that regard-
less of the polymer matrix or the dispersing agent used

and may be the polymer leads to get a dispersed pre-
pared nanocomposite films. In addition, shapes of
nanostructures have an important effect on the non-
linear optical behaviours as shown in Figure 4. In
addition, the efficient control of nonlinear absorption
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Figure 7. (I) closed-aperture and (II) Open-aperture Z-scan results at different input powers of the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocompo-
site films with different compositions: (a) 0.0, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.4, and (d) 1.0. The solid lines are theoretical fitting.
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response can lead to the applications in the mode-
locking laser and in the protection from laser damage
from eyes.

The physical mechanism of the nonlinear refraction
in nonlinear optical (NLO) material can be electronic,
molecular, and thermal in natural effect [29,30]. In our
work, at CW laser, the nanocomposite films are due to
thermal effect. The Z-scan curves for all nanocompo-
site films showed approximately a peak-valley separa-
tion of 2Z0. If the peak-valley separation is more than
1.7 times the Z0, it does satisfy the condition for
thermal nonlinearity. The nonlinear refractive index
n2 can be given by the following equation [30]:

ΔTp�v ¼ 0:406 1� Sð Þ0:25 Δ;0j j (2)

where S is the linear transmittance of the aperture
given by S ¼ 1� exp �r2a=w

2
a

� �
, wa is the radius of

the laser spot before the aperture, ra is the radius of
the aperture and Δ;0 is phase shift given by the rela-
tionship [30]:

Δ;0j j ¼ kLeff n2I0 (3)

where ΔTp�v is the peak-valley transmittance differ-
ence from the closed aperture z-scan curve, Leff is the
effective thickness of the sample given by
Leff ¼ 1� exp �αLð Þð Þ=α, k is the wave vector, I0 is
the intensity of the laser beam at focus and α is the
linear adsorption. The normalised transmittance in
the case of closed-aperture Z-scan is [30]:

T Zð Þ ¼ 1� 4x
x2 þ 9ð Þ x2 þ 1ð ÞΔ;0 (4)

where x = z/z0.
In addition, the physical mechanism of the nonlinear

absorption can be due to a change in absorption with
increasing or decreasing intensity. That mean can be
saturable absorption (SA) which leads to the decrease in
absorption of light in the material, and reverse saturable
absorption (RSA) which leads to the increase in absorp-
tion of light in the material [31,32]. RSA and SA can be
caused by two-photon absorption (TPA), free carrier
absorption (FCA), and nonlinear scattering. When the
energy band gap Eg > 2Ephoton, the TPA is the dominant
mechanism. In the present work, the results attribute to
SA and RSA in the origin of the nanocomposite films.
Hence, the TPA is insignificant. The nonlinear absorp-
tion β can be given by [30]:

β ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
ΔT

Leff I0
(5)

where ΔT is the normalised transmittance. The nor-
malised transmission is given by [30]:

T Zð Þ ¼
X1

m¼0

�q0 Z; 0ð Þ½ �m
mþ 1ð Þ3=2

(6)

where q0 ¼ βI0Leff Z2
0

Z2þZ2
0
, m is integer.

In practice, for an NLO material to be good in such
device, it must have not only large nonlinear refractive
index n2 and small nonlinear absorption coefficient β
as can as possible, but also satisfactory ‘all- optical
figures of merit’ [33]. Therefore, the all-optical figures
of merit (FOM) are used to evaluate the quality of the
NLO material for all-photonic switching devices.
Thus, two all-optical figures of merit are defined
as [34]:

W ¼ n2j jI
αλ

(7)

and the second one is

T ¼ βλ

n2
(8)

In order for an NLO material to be promised for all-
optical photonic switching, it is necessary to be W > 1
and T < 1 [34–36].

To apply all-photonic switching to devices using the
prepared nanocomposite films, optimal all-optical fig-
ures of merit are needed. The critical threshold Se con-
centration (composition x) of the film is another
important parameter when using this film in all-
photonic switching devices. According to Equations (3),
(5), (7), and (8) as well using all the measured values of
the different optical properties, the obtained values of
nonlinear refractive index n2, nonlinear absorption β,
and all-optical figures of merit W and T for the all
prepared samples are given in Table 1.

FromTable 1, it is observed that with increasing input
power of the laser beam, the nonlinear refractive index n2
increases, which is similar behaviour with the results
reported in Tripathi et al. [37]. Also, nonlinear refractive
index n2 decreasing in the order of x composition 0.4 >
0.0 as a self-defocusing effect and 1.0 > 0.2 as a self-
focusing effect are seen in the figure. Thus, the sample
Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA with Se:S ratio or composition of

Table 1. All-optical switching parameters for the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films with four different compositions of 0.0,
0.2, and 0.4, and 1.0 at 532 nm laser excitation.

Input power (mW)

n2 x 10
−10 (m2/W) β x 10−4 (m/W) W T

Composition, x Composition, x Composition, x Composition, x

0.0 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 1.0

5 −1.77 8.09 −8.72 11.14 −4.1 12.6 20.5 −5.7 0.93 0.7 3.57 4.5 1.19 0.81 1.2 0.3
7 −1.75 6.1 −6.64 10.5 −3 9.19 16.3 −6.18 0.92 0.5 2.7 4.33 0.75 0.79 1.32 0.31
10 −1.47 6.97 −5.21 7.9 −2.3 7 10 −4.65 0.77 0.6 2 3.2 0.72 0.53 1.1 0.31
13 −1.4 5.79 −3.45 6.98 −1.4 5.6 7.9 −5.42 0.74 0.5 1.4 2.8 0.36 0.51 1.2 0.41
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x equal to 0.4 has the highest optical nonlinearity com-
pared with the other samples. That could be due to the
high crystallinity along with thermal results in large non-
linear optical responses. As mentioned above, the

nanowire has a higher crystallinity compared with the
nanosheets' morphology (x = 0.2 and 1.0) [38]. For com-
parison, values of nonlinear optical coefficients n2 and β
of the solution Bi2S3 sample reported by other authors at

Time, t, (sec)
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Figure 8. Effect of x composition on all-optical switching of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films under pump beam powers with
different modulation frequencies for x composition (I) 0.0, (II) 0.2, (III) 0.4, and (IV) 1.0: (a) 5 Hz, (b) 10 Hz, and (c) 15 Hz.
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532 nm laser pulses have been extracted [39,40]. It is
shown that these coefficients in our work are less than
the others. Itmay be related to the use of pulse laser at 532
nm that makes the physical mechanism due to electronic
instead of thermal in nature under CW laser.

It is also clear that the all-optical figures of merit
W appear to be optimised at different input powers with
the composition of x = 0.4 and 1.0 for samples exhibited
self-defocusing and self-focusing effect, respectively. In
contrast, the optimised value for T with the composi-
tion of 1.0 and 0.2 for samples exhibited SA and RSA,
respectively. Interestingly, the figures of merit are quite
useful for practical applications due to the fact that, at
that Se concentration, the optical nonlinearity is
enhanced and hence the all-figures of merit will be
very important to realise all-photonic switching. The
enhancement of nonlinearity for these films can be
attributed to the changing in Eg of the films with

increasing in the Se concentration, and accordingly
the absorption coefficient is decreased.

All-optical switching effect

The all-optical switching effect of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA
nanocomposite films originates from the propagation
of the probe beam, and the latter from the change of
nonlinear refractive index of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nano-
composite films under the excitation of the pump
beam. The self-defocusing and self-focusing effect
under CW laser associated with thermal nonlinearity
origin can be used as an all-photonic switching device.
All-optical switching based on nonlinear response was
investigated. Figure 8 shows the all-optical switching
effects of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films with
different compositions of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0. In this
figure, the transmitted intensity as a function of time (t)
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Figure 9. Variation of (I) modulation depth and (II) switching contrast with pump beam powers for Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocom-
posite films with different compositions x: (a) 5 Hz, (b) 10 Hz, and (c) 15 Hz.
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was measured at different modulation frequencies (fm)
of 5, 10, and 15 Hz, and input pump powers (Pp) of 5,
13, and 20 mW. It is noted that at 5 Hz modulation
frequency and different pump powers in the whole time
range, the nanocomposite film with compositions of 0.4
and 1.0 for samples exhibited self-defocusing and self-
focusing effect, respectively, had the highest all-optical
switching effects in the output, i.e. the nonlinear refrac-
tive index of Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films is
the largest in the compositions of 0.4 and 1.0. This can
be attributed to the higher figures of merit which led to
the strongest photoinduced anisotropy (see Table 1).

Parameters of all-photonic switching

To achieve good all-optical switching, some important
information such as low input pump power, high SC,
large MD, and fast ST are required [10,41]. The critical
threshold Se:S ratio concentration or x composition of
the nanocomposite film is another important para-
meter when using this material in this device. The
variations in MD and SC as a function of Pp at three
different fm were studied. The results are illustrated in
Figure 9 for the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films
with four compositions of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0. It is
clear that when the x composition of the nanocompo-
site films increases, the MD and SC increased at the
same modulation frequency. However, increasing the
modulation frequency led to decreased MD and SC.
This is because, at higher frequency, the electrons did
not have enough time to return to the equilibrium state.

The switching time ST is another important para-
meter for all-optical photonic switching. Figure 10
shows the modulation frequency dispersion of ST for
all the prepared Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite films
using various compositions under pump beam powers 5,
13, and 20 mW. The ST decreased with increasing mod-
ulation frequency and pump powers, which leads to fast
response time for the composition of 0.4 and 1.0 for
samples exhibited self-defocusing and self-focusing
behaviours.

From the obtained results, it is shown that the all-
optical switching with highMD and SC can be obtained
with low pump and probe beam power as soon as
possible. Consequently, in spite of its higher MD and
SC, the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite film at
x composition of 0.4 and 1.0, respectively, ensures for
all-optical switching device in all-optical communica-
tion systems a much smaller value of ST equal to 14 and
13ms, hencemuch higher values ofMD= 76% and 80%
and SC = 6.2 dB and 7 dB compared with other samples.

Conclusion

We have built a two-colour optical pump-probe tech-
nique by pumping the material simultaneously, which

is capable of measuring the MD, SC, and ST at
a certain value of input pump laser power.

Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA under various x compositions of
0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0 were prepared using a microwave-
assisted synthesis. The nonlinear optical response of
thermal origin exhibited by the Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA
nanocomposite films using various x compositions at
input laser powers was studied and all-optical switching
effect based on nonlinear response is investigated. The
nonlinear response was determined by the z-scan tech-
nique and analysed on the basis of thermal in nature
and SA and RSA in origin corresponding to the non-
linear refractive index and nonlinear absorption,
respectively. The variation in the output intensity was
studied as a function of input laser power. Fast non-
linear response and optimised values of the all-optical
figures of merit for all-optical photonic switching were
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Figure 10. Switching time with modulation frequency under
different pump powers for Bi2S3-xSex/PMMA nanocomposite
films with different compositions x.
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obtained by adjusting the x composition and the input
pump power. The results obtained all-optical figures of
merit due to the best crystalline nature of compositions
of 0.4 and 1.0 among all other samples.

The present results will be useful for the design of
all-optical photonic switching device at the threshold
pump power of 13 mW in the modulation frequency
of 5 Hz. The device was prepared using Bi2S3-xSex
/PMMA by the composition of 0.3 at MD of 76%
and SC of 6.2 dB at ST of 14 ms, and composition of
1.0 at MD of 80% and SC of 7dB at ST of 13 ms.
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